Optimal control of inspired perfluorocarbon temperature for induction of hypothermia by total liquid ventilation in juvenile lamb model.
Mild hypothermia is well known for its therapeutic value in cardio- and neuroprotection. Many recent experimental studies have shown that the swiftness of the cooling offered by total liquid ventilation (TLV) holds great promise in achieving maximal therapeutic effect. TLV is an emerging ventilation technique in which the lungs are filled with breathable liquids, namely perfluorocarbons (PFCs). A liquid ventilator ensures subject ventilation by periodically renewing a volume of oxygenated, CO2-free and temperature-controlled breathable PFC. The substantial difference between breathing air and liquid is related to the fact that PFCs have over 500 times the volumetric thermal capacity of air 100% relative humidity. The PFC-filled lungs thus turn into an efficient heat exchanger with pulmonary circulation. The objective of the present study was to compute a posteriori the optimal inspired PFC temperature for ultrafast induction of mild hypothermia by TLV in a juvenile lamb experimentation using direct optimal control. The continuous time model and the discretized cycle-by-cycle model are presented. The control objectives of the direct optimal control are also presented and the results are compared with experimental data in order to validate the improved control performances. The computed direct optimal control showed that the inspired PFC temperature command can be improved to avoid temperature undershoots without altering the cooling performances.